HPE Virtual Expectations
Overview
Virtual Learning is our new normal in this space. It will be imperative to set clear expectations and understandings (that
make sense and are reasonable) for our scholars. We know that many of our scholars are not able to self-regulate as
they are in the building because they are in their homes. Below you will find bottom lines and best practices that we
are leveraging as a floor not a ceiling for your virtual classroom
Best Practices
Logistics
●

Ensure that your scholars AND families are aware and understanding of class start times and end times
○ Schedule should be pinned to Google Classroom
○ Over communicate key points to help with retention.

●

Hold scholars accountable. Also, be comfortable with providing additional support for struggling scholars
and families by giving them scaffolds (reminder calls, emails ect) and strategies in order to set them up for
success.
Provide your scholars with best practices on how to create a high functioning workstation at home.
○ Clear of clutter
○ As quiet as possible
○ Away from family or peers if possible
○ Space to work
Think about what information can be sent ahead of time, what can be synchronous and what can be
asynchronous (view planning expectations)
○ This will set up families for success in how they are supporting their scholars.

●

●

Structure of Time
●

●
●

Stick to the set schedule as it will build consistency with scholars.
○ If there is a change in the schedule, it should be approved by your coach and communicated to
scholars and families in advance \
Leverage co-teachers to maximize time
Provide intentional breaks for scholars
○ As we have learned being on the computer for consecutive hours is taxing, provide scholars with
developmentally appropriate brain breaks
○ Purpose over Power

Teacher Tips {Zoom Onboarding Resources}
●

During Prep Academy culture norms must be set. Culture items to consider:
■ When are cameras on/off
■ Which features to utilize during the session

●

Use the chat feature, virtual raised hands, and breakout rooms often to keep engagement up. Give time
for scholars to respond to one another.
○ Using Breakout Rooms:
■ Use them often in short bursts, purposefully and intentionally.
■ Know when to have pre-assigned groups vs. random groups.
■ Scholars should not be in breakout rooms with other scholars unattended.
Be comfortable with silent scholar thinktime and positively narrate the chat or aloud.
Zoom minutes are precious, start on your sessions on time.

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Enable whiteboard/annotations to help highlight key areas in exemplar videos (think Sunday Night
Football)
Some form of interaction for scholars should be consistent and plentiful, scholars need to be engaged and
working
Have a clear presentation desktop to navigate seamlessly. (Close out unnecessary tabs.)
Continuously give scholars and families the opportunity to provide feedback on lessons and platforms.
Energy level needs to be higher than the scholars. Bring it!
What's New
Basic Tips and Tricks
How to be more Inclusive in Your Zoom Class
Harvard's In-Depth Guide on Zoom Classes
Best Practices Doc.
Zoom Personal Meeting Room
Finalizing Zoom Settings
Securing Your Virtual Classroom

Platforms
Google Classroom for Teachers

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Getting Started
Get Classroom Certified 1.0
Get Classroom Certified 2.0
How to Access Google classroom through Clever
Google Classroom for Scholars
Managing emails and notifications from Google Classroom
How to Submit an Assignment on Google Classroom

Set-Up
❏ Click Paths, Chronology and Fun
❏ Classwork should be organized by subject with most recent date at the top, some teams are
working by day which is fine as long as the most recent work is on top.
❏ Archived work should be moved to the bottom of the classroom and titled with date.
❏ Below you will see a clear example in Temple's Google Classroom
❏ Class Stream

❏
❏ Previous Work

❏

Nearpod: An interactive presentation tool that can be used to increase engagement and ratio with real time
CFU.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How-to Videos: What is Nearpod?, Nearpod Add-On in google slides, and How to share Nearpod lessons
in Google slides
To take the tutorial go to join.Nearpod.com and enter the code EIXUR.
Live and Recorded Webinars
Self guided training
Get Nearpod Certified (Note - there is a short application)
Tutorial
Nearpod + Google Classroom

Kahoot
●

A fun way to do live polling and quizzes for staff (and students)

Flipgrid
●

A way to have teachers (and scholars) record takeaways or practice a skill so you can see
implementation.

Edulastic: Online testing platform for major assessments. Can be used for quizzes and exit tickets, in-person and
remotely.
●
●

Live and On Demand Training
Teacher Training Kit

Vidyard
Adding Vidyard:
❏ Steps to add Vidyard

❏ 1) Google search- vidyard chrome extension (Select the 1st link)

2) Add to Chrome
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

3) add extension
4) continue with google
5) Select your DP account
6) Check the box of terms and agreement and continue
7) Allow to use microphone and camera
8) Continue

❏ To access from your computer you will see the options below, record your google chrome tab,
entire screen, or camera only. You can record your screen and yourself at the same time or unclick
the camera to only record the screen.
❏ Then the little green symbol will always be on the top right side of your search bar.
Bottom Lines
●
●
●
●

Synchronous Focused instruction
○ Asynchronous Support
Use ZOOM for all live, synchronous sessions
Schedules/ Activities will be posted on Google Classroom Daily
Maximum amount of time during a Synchronous session is 45min.

Virtual Discipline
1. Strong Training on Zoom Settings and Operation: One of the best ways to engage students and to mitigate
challenging behavior during live class sessions is for all staff to have strong training in Zoom settings and to
have a strong understanding of how to operate the platform. Tools for engagement include the use of
breakout rooms, polling, using the chat feature, and sharing annotations or a white board with scholars. To
prevent challenging behavior, staff can hold scholars in a waiting room at the beginning of class, teach
scholars to use virtual backgrounds, control the “mute” feature, disable the chat feature when necessary,
set scholar names, and move a scholar to a waitroom or break out space for support. There should be
significant time set aside in Summer PD and in the first few weeks of school to ensure that all staff
understand and practice using the various features of zoom.
Suggested Resource: Tips and Tricks for Teacher Educating on Zoom,
Zoom Settings Presentation DPCHS Adults, Classroom Management in Zoom (DPSC)
2. Cameras on, Mics Off: During the 20-21 school year, we are going to set the expectation that all scholar
cameras should be on during any live Zoom session. We believe cameras being turned on allows for great
connection between students and staff and sets the standard for everyone to be fully present in the
classroom setting. Understanding that cameras in their homes can make scholars feel concerned about
privacy and potentially self-conscious, we will do the following:
● Teach scholars during Prep Academy how to use virtual backgrounds to ensure their privacy.
● Administer a scholar survey after Prep Academy lesson to gather information on anyone who may
not be comfortable turning their camera on and why so that scholar support staff can follow up
with a scholar and family to support and, if needed, provide accommodations.

Suggested Resource: Guidelines for Virtual Backgrounds (DPCHS), Use of Camera Exit Ticket
3. No Checks/Demerits: While the tiered behavior approaches (clear what to do’s, positive narration, strong
voice, least invasive form of correction, etc.) should definitely be used to support scholar engagement
and learning in the virtual space, checks or demerits should not be used
4. Scholar Attire
a. School Appropriate
i.
Does not need to be uniform apparel
5. Layer in DREAM Values
6. Disable private chat To ensure that students focus on the lesson at hand, meeting hosts can limit students’
ability to chat amongst one another while a meeting is in session or in-meeting chat can be disabled in its
entirety. For instructions, please see: https://support.
zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/115004809306-Controlling-and-Disabling-In-Meeting-Chat
7. Disable Group Messaging account-wide or restrict student IM contacts You can restrict the usage of
Group Chat and Instant Messaging (out of meeting chat) or limit chat only to certain contacts such as
Instructors or Counselors, restricting the possibility of students posting or disclosing any personal information
to other students publicly. This can be done with IM groups. For instructions please see:
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/ articles/203749815-Managing-IM-groups
8. In Meeting Security and Controls The meeting host has a variety of controls they can use to secure their
meeting.
● Lock the Meeting: when you’re in the meeting, click Participants at the bottom of your Zoom
window. In the participants pop-up box, you will see a button that says Lock Meeting. When you
lock the meeting, no new participants can join, even if they have the meeting ID and password.
● Expel a Participant: still in that participants menu, you can mouse over a participant’s name, and
several options will appear, including Remove. Click that to kick a participant out of the meeting.
They can’t get back in if you then click Lock Meeting.
● Prevent Participants from Screen Sharing: In the host controls, click the arrow next to Share Screen
and click Advanced Sharing Options. Under “Who can share?” choose “Only Host” and close the
window.
● Attendee On-Hold: if you need a private moment, you can put attendees on-hold. The attendee’s
video and audio connections will be disabled momentarily. Click on the attendee’s video
thumbnail and select Start Attendee On-Hold to activate this feature.
● Disabling Video: Instructors can turn participant video off and request to start participant video.
This will allow instructors to block unwanted, distracting or inappropriate gestures on video.
● Mute participants or Mute All: Instructors can turn mute / unmute participants or all. This will allow
instructors to block unwanted, distracting or inappropriate noise from the meeting.
Prep Academy Roll-Out for Scholars: It will be critical for all schools to set aside a substantial amount of time
during Prep Academy to ensure that scholars fully understand Zoom, Peardeck, Nearpod, and other tech
platforms they will use during the 20-21 school year. Staff must norm expectations for engagement and behavior
during live class sessions and scholars must understand what follow up they can expect from adults if they
engage in disruptive behavior.

Synchronous Learning
Synchronous virtual learning occurs when students join an audio/video enabled meeting space at the same time. This space
is greatly enhanced when the lesson includes an interactive whiteboard, such as Peardeck or Nearpod, chat, and breakout
rooms. This synchronous session may include whole group instruction led by the teacher and small group work amongst the
learners. The structure of this session is much like an in-person learning experience.
Key Principles of Online Pedagogy: These are descriptions of the general principles. Find more specifics on how to
achieve each principle further below.
1. Presence: “Being there” is core. Teacher presence lets scholars know that they are not alone in their educational
journey. Teachers are there to direct, guide, listen and share their expertise in both synchronous and asynchronous
ways.

2. Community: Community is established in a classroom when there is a feeling of fellowship with other learners and
the teacher through sharing common attitudes, interests, and goals. Everyone benefits from what each person
brings to a zoom session when the teacher creates a learning environment that supports and encourages all
contributions.
3. Engagement: Needs to be active, not passive. Learners process more deeply and retain more information when
they are actively working with information in their lessons, not just reading texts or listening to a lecture.
4. Immediate Feedback/Checks For Understanding: An essential part of any classroom learning experience is
specific and thoughtful feedback from the teacher to the learner. In the synchronous classes, feedback offers a
double advantage: 1) it gives our students the information they need about their learning progress; 2) it also sustains
their engagement in the class and classroom learning community.
Examples of feedback: monitoring on GoGuardian or Peardeck, a discussion board post, or individual chats to one
scholar.
5. Grading: In the virtual synchronous setting it is incredibly important to focus on timely and direct feedback for
scholars in terms of grading. Adhering to the grading policy will help scholars and families be aware of progress in
the virtual world and serve as data for parent/scholar communication. Communicate with families what participation
grades are based on, for example: completion of the paired Nearpod, engagement in a verbal discussion, and
engagement in the chat. When possible provide a rubric and keep scoring here transparent.
6. Clear Directions: In the remote space, clear what to do directions are imperative to setting scholars up for success.
Teachers must provide clear directions verbally and visually to set scholars up for success.
7. Safety: In the remote space, it is essential to ensure that scholars feel safe to take academic risks and feel able to
partake regardless of what’s happening in their homes. As a reminder, we refer to our internal document to help
navigate this: Behavior Responsiveness in the Virtual Space. In addition, the systems and platforms we choose
protect personal data in accordance with the best local policies as well as state and national laws. Ensuring a safe
virtual learning space will ensure that learners are willing and able to take risks and engage in as much learning as
possible.
Best Practices:
1. Presence:
Developing a Supportive Presence

Suggested Best Practice

Commit to a response time for emails, discussions board
posts, and submitted work

Emails (24 hours); Discussion Board (48 hours) and
Submitted Work (72 hours)

Post announcements regularly in your class

Minimum of one post/week with a plan for the week.
Consider multiple methods of communication such as
Google Classroom announcement, GroupMe, email, social
media post, etc. These announcements can also be used to
build culture with shout-outs or virtual bulletin boards.

Host regular class meeting for the whole group instruction

Follow Virtual Schedule, Immediate follow up with scholars
who miss a virtual session.

Host regular office hours for individual questions and
support

Follow Campus Guidelines

2. Community:
● Naming the rationale for virtual backgrounds
● Arriving early or staying late to speak with students during class meetings
● Playing music before class starts
● Giving learners an opportunity to share personally through “introduce yourself” discussion board posts and other
‘getting to know you’ activities
● Creating opportunities for students to share with their voice and image during synchronous class meetings

●

Family communication supports engagement. Building a partnership is equally, if not more important in the virtual
world. Family communication systems are the foundation for scholars learning how to be a scholar while at home.
When families are on board, they will be an indispensable partner in ensuring engagement. Community and
partnership is built and must be sustained.

3. Engagement:
● The Use of tools:
○ Break Out Rooms: Small group work is a great way for students to collaborate with and learn from each
other. Breakout Rooms allow you to easily move scholars to small groups and then return them back to the
main room for whole class instruction. Breakout Rooms are full featured self-contained classrooms.
Scholars can see and talk with one another, use a shared whiteboard, send chat messages, and share
documents and screens. Teachers can work with scholars in each Breakout Room privately making it the
ideal setup for providing one-one or differentiated instruction. See above for breakout room expectations
and guidelines
○ Interactive Whiteboard: During class meetings, teachers can use the whiteboard to keep learners engaged
in the material. Design activities that scholars must respond to using the whiteboard tools by typing or
drawing. Offer a practice activity to give them the time and opportunity to figure out how the tools work. Be
sure to set expectations on how to use the whiteboard during class. Be prepared to promptly erase items
that don’t meet these expectations. As a teacher, you will need to know how to quickly disable whiteboard
privileges for scholars who don’t follow the expectations. This is essential so that a safe learning
environment is not compromised.
○ Chat: One way to keep scholars engaged in the learning process during the lesson is to pose questions that
they must respond to. Students can also ask questions and provide insights during the lesson. Wait time is
important when asking questions in the classroom. This gives students time to prepare a response. Scholars
may have delays in video and audio feed due to equipment, network, or bandwidth limitations. Students may
type or click at different speeds.
Waterfall Chat

Ask a question and tell your scholars to type in
their answer but wait before hitting send until
you tell them to. This allows for scholars to
NOT see each other’s answers until all are
shared. It also builds positive momentum and
engagement when all chats are shared at once.

Think Pair Share

1. Pose a question for students. Give the
time to think about and prepare a
response.
2. Have scholars share their response
with a partner. Scholars should send a
private chat to the person below them.
If a student is at the bottom of the
participant list, they will send their chat
to the person at the top of the
participant list.
3. Choose 1-3 scholars to share their
think pair share private chats by
unmuting or via chat with the whole
group.

Emoji Response

For early ES scholars who are not as confident
or comfortable with the chat, teachers can have
scholars use an emoji response to engage in
the virtual space.

●

●
●

Teachers should break down the lesson into smaller chunks (eg; checkpoints for more engagement. Teachers can
have scholars use additional supports and scaffolds--like using the web, working in groups, or other resources
scholars can employ throughout the lesson. Teachers should consider the access points you can’t use in the
traditional classroom. Here’s an example:
https://app.nearpod.com/presentation?pin=335C9CAE6A950AC7FC5B529D66A1E02D-1
As a rule of thumb, teachers should never go more than five minutes without providing scholars with something to
do in the virtual space--whether it’s a chat, discussion board or independent work.
Teachers should think about how lesson materials are presented and how they can help scholars engage. This is
particularly important at the beginning of the class, where teachers can work to include culturally relevant
hooks/entertainment and joy at the kid level. It is also incredibly important that teachers give very clear directions
(WTD) throughout class to keep scholars engaged, and continually provide visual modeling so scholars are clear
about what their spaces should look like.

4. Feedback:
● Timely feedback: Teachers should consider how they can use virtual tools to assist them in providing timely
feedback to scholars. Some examples of strong ways to provide feedback include:
○ In Desmos (for math) teachers can give feedback on student work using the platform, and it integrates into
Nearpod. Teachers can also use Desmos to showcall, with an option to show multiple pieces of work side by
wide.
○ Nearpod and Peardeck features such as a collaborate board, poll or open-response question allow teachers
to see individual scholar answers, allowing them to respond to real-time data, give feedback, and
course-correct in the moment. Both of these tools also allow for easy show-call.
○ EdPuzzle is a great way to collect and organize feedback for scholars.
○ Teachers can also use google docs and sheets to give real-time feedback via comments to scholars.
5. Grading:
○
○
○

Use rubrics whenever possible for qualitative parts of grades such as participation
Communicate frequently with families and scholars about grades
Ensure gradebooks reflect a variety of different types of grades

6. Clear Directions:
○ Make sure to verbally give clear what to do directions, but also post them in the chat and/or on a
slide/whiteboard for scholars to see. The visual anchor is critical.
○ When possible, if there is a co-teacher in the class, have the co-teacher repeat directions and follow-up with
scholars who have questions or issues with directions.
○ Be sure to consider directions both for academics and operations/logistics--clear directions along with
models for tech are incredibly important to set scholars up for success.
○ Take time at the beginning of a synchronous class for materials management to ensure scholars are
completely set up.
7. Safety:
○ Ensure scholars are only using DPPS approved platforms through their Clever logins to ensure that
personal safety and data are protected.
○ Remember that a feeling of safety will lead to stronger academic culture and results--set norms with your
scholars about taking academic risks in class, just as you would in-person.
○ Monitor chat, video, etc. using the remote behavior expectations resources to ensure that scholar culture in
the virtual space is strong and that it is supportive of creating a culture in which they are more likely to take
academic risks.

CFS for Remote Learning
Synchronous Learning

●

What to Do Directions
○ Classes start with a review of what materials scholars need, virtually or in person, and norms
○ All directions are both written and given orally.

●

Participation Ratio
○ Scholars write or talk within the first 5 minutes of class and every 10 minutes thereafter
○ Independent work and group work is woven throughout the lesson

●

Scholar Voice
○ Use Nearpod or Peardeck to increase scholar voice
○ Include both cold call and take a stand
○ Have scholars use HOD to build off one anothers answers in Nearpod or Peardeck

●

Check for Understanding
○ Monitor for key questions
○ Use data from key questions to drive grouping, reteaching, remediation and adjustments to in-class
instruction

●

Limited Time
○ Long readings (1+ pages) or videos (4+ minutes) should be done as homework unless they are broken up
with other activities
○ Teacher models should be short, clear, and succinct

Roles & Responsibilities in Zoom:
High level overview:
The co-host is an important role in virtual learning. The co-host manages the zoom space and partners
with the host to create a positive learning environment for our scholars. Every teacher will be a co-host
throughout the day. Therefore, it is critical that we are familiar with all zoom features. Below you will see roles
and responsibilities for the co-host and host. Note that responsibilities may change as virtual learning goes on.
This document will be updated as we learn more and more about zoom.
Host Responsibilities
-

-

-

Change name to
Mr. or Ms. Last
Name
Make co-host Host
(This will give the
co-host all host
powers and will
also give them the
power to use the
breakout room.
Deliver content
Clear what to do’s
Scan the room
when scholars are

-

Co-host Roles and
responsibilities
Change name to Mr. or
Ms. Last Name
Make Host Co-host
Scan the grid for
behavioral expectations
Respond to scholars not
meeting vision.
Utilize breakout room
Rename scholars-full
name.
Message scholars in the
waiting room to change
their name before
letting scholars into the
zoom room. (Upper EL)

Features to utilize when
Cohost
- Use Breakout room
- Turn Scholar videos off
- Turn chat feature off
and on.
- Mute scholars off/on
- Use private chat to
talk with scholars
- Put scholars in the
waiting room.
Message waiting room

-

independently
working.
Narrate scholars
when
independently
working.

Chat Feature
Mute scholars-scholars are not
able to unmute themselves
1. Go to Participant names
2. Hover over 3 dots
3. Uncheck allows
participants to unmute
themselves.

Turn scholars’ video off:
Scholars will not be able to turn
on unless the host asks them to
turn on video.
You take the same steps.
1. Hover over screen
2. Click 3 dots
3. Click ask to turn video on
Put scholars in the waiting room:
1. Hover over picture
2. Click 3 dots
3. Click put in waiting room

-

Whole class redirections
Narrate
expectations/directions
Monitor the waiting
room.
Monitor chat feature

Visual How to

Chat scholar in waiting room
1. Go to chat feature
2. Click everyone
3. Click (in waiting room)
Utilize Breakout room:
1. Go to breakout room
2. Click manually
3. Assign student to
breakout room
4. Create room

Remote Learning Video CFS
Asynchronous Learning
(Pre-Recorded Lesson)
●
●

●

●

●

●

Stamp the objective (PI, SI, CHI, CI)
Modeling
○ Show or provide visuals of how to apply
the skill or explanation of the skill taught.
○ Exemplar - model the thinking and
learning
○ Think aloud
○ Annotations/Jots in action
Spiral/Review
○ Reference previously learned material
through discussion
○ Share Model or Show Call
Academic Language
○ Break down essentia/tricky vocabulary
scholars need to access
○ Be consistent in vocabulary throughout
Clear Expectations
○ Reference any external resources and
when to use them appropriately at the
beginning/end of video
○ Explain how to engage with the video
Delivery
○ “Pause” at strategic times - allow for
scholar processing

Synchronous Learning
(Live via Zoom)
●

●
●

●

●

Clear Expectations
○ Microphone on mute
○ Video camera on - showing faces and
work
○ Use of chat
■ Asking questions
■ Answering questions
Stamp the objective (PI, SI, CHI, CI)
Share Screen (Strategically and Intentionally)
○ White Board
○ Documents
Modeling
○ Show or provide visuals of how to apply
the skill or explanation of the skill ta
○ ught.
○ Exemplar - model the thinking and
learning
○ Think aloud
Taxonomy Use
○ Positive Narration
○ Cold Call
○ Wait Time

○

Include opportunities of ratio

ELA Exemplar Videos:
Diana Pena: K Reading Comprehension
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/BuNrquNWitCsoBqob5Dc9c
Samantha Katman: 1st Grade Read Aloud (CMO)
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdMqczgmUiqWk3_OZ8dYKRHYzLCkvLi1SVZ5Yssav8
BU7N3ow/viewform
Kasey Poloncarz: 2nd Grade Read Aloud
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/8gQJCd6DpwtEqCNze3EzH8?
Kate Burke: 2nd Grade Reading Comprehension (FPE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/Q9ucWPL4WTKPgtZTnZKvZv?autoplay=1&vyetoken=095dac55f1e4-40fd-97cd-7e94d96c4e49
Kasey Poloncarz: 2nd Grade Writing PowerPoint
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lOPZkl1zLrxdmxN8oGQ9Ejkq142sYjlLf6Hzvv9G8SM/edit
#slide=id.g73098533db_0_50
Ashley Silver: 3rd Grade Novel Study
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/BckKz1UqouuPSgAHdwezVx
Sheila Sullivan: 3rd Grade Novel Study (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/h7sUNvkfJtfXzp4x38eF5k?
Marcus Smith: 3rd Close Reading Habits
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/U8qZZhiaRteyGEPEKsxW9s?
Amy Tobin: 4th Grade Novel Study (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/P2JAudDZ7hk2Y8Ay2Dq9CV?
Conscious Coore: 5th Grade Close Reading Habits
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/iVvrx5Z5k7ZqqHiwLxPW4F?
Math Exemplar Videos:
Justin Richmond: 1st Grade Math
https://democracyprep.box.com/s/n8k0vgdqvoil08a93tkhg39qm9k9mgv6
Mindy Stump: 2nd Grade Eureka

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/inJdn7jEye1dbVraENkNRf?

Chris Melendez: 3rd Grade Eureka (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/CBk8SANDFM2QxzvHAxyy3U

Samantha Zerbe: 4th Grade Eureka (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/QwjJPn4roujNpdkvmPSR3R?
Jeffrey Haas: 4th Grade Eureka (FPE)
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jzqobin6jJ-KpPJmZNUH-RkZMKHkQ0tjMFl0b_l6e-c/edit
Yauntilaa Lancaster: 5th Grade Eureka
https://democracyprep.app.box.com/file/645625696744

Science Exemplar Videos:
Amy Spina: K Science
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/4uAMzY9zoQX8AvMDbhCKJY
Amy Spina: K Science (HPE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/yMTeRo2AzieGfHkHNSgaR3
Carmen Cruel: 1st Science
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/2VMHveJJXTQDbu1JaQGVPS
Zakiyah Floyd: 3rd Grade Science
https://democracyprep.app.box.com/file/640448662517
Matt LaBonia: 4th Grade Science
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/f1unnfy5tEFubvCdTUGyD8

Social Studies Exemplar Videos:
Rachel Lee: K Social Studies (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/ixWhGhG6rhbMdNzTF3vGPh?

Tavidee Hoskins: 3rd Grade Social Studies (DPBR)

https://edpuzzle.com/media/5e7436f2bc4a8d3ebc82a644
Noemi Cardenales: 4th Grade Social Studies
https://classroom.google.com/c/MjA3NzI5Mzc2ODda/m/NzQ2MDMyMjQzMTZa/details

Alissa Jacques: 4th Grade Social Studies (DPHE)
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/W4ouxBbdzDoMCMfyKEZYPt?

Co-curricular Exemplar Videos:
Kristine Peters: Music
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm1#search/kristine.peters%40democracyprep.org?proj
ector=1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=rm1#search/kristine.peters%40democracyprep.org?proj
ector=1
Professional Development Break-Out Room Sessions
Blake’s Remote Learning PDs:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BxIRKFkMIHz488AW9OUSEmD92bTCxsKB9joPIlog_Ns/edit
Mindy’s Navigating Vidyard:
https://democracyprep.box.com/s/y2ebxpa9zw4kdw0zidzr24hevr3j67lj
Noemi’s Edulastic/Google Forms:
https://democracyprep.box.com/s/qtmiwkgeafjqg5tli0mxtx9dyuwftzk4
Yaunitlaa’s Flipgrid and Quizizz:
https://democracyprep.box.com/s/bjxtwtfq56k029qxlcbictb1ix1luzfo

